Abstract -Stochastic computing (SC) presents high error tolerance and low hardware cost, and has great potential in applications such as neural networks and image processing. However, the bitstream generator, which converts a binary number to bitstreams, occupies a large area and energy consumption, thus weakening the superiority of SC. In this paper, we propose a novel technique for generating bitstreams in parallel, which needs only one clock for conversion and significantly reduces the hardware cost. Synthesis results demonstrate that the proposed parallel bitstream generator improves 2.5 area and 712 energy consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a promising alternative to conventional binary computing, stochastic computing (SC) [1] [2] which represents the data by the probability of a "1" in bitstreams, has high error tolerance under low operating voltage [3] showing great potential applications in the internet-of-things (IoT). What is more, SC achieves complex arithmetic operations with simple logic gates. For example, multiplication can be realized by AND gates and scaled addition can be realized by MUX gates, as shown in Fig. 1 . However, the bitstream generator occupies over 80% area [4] [5] and large energy consumption of whole SC circuits, which reduces the advantage of SC. Therefore, reducing the area and energy consumption of bitstream generators is one of the key issues in stochastic computing.
In this paper, we address these problems through a novel parallel bitstreams generator based on thermometer coding, which only requires a simple decoder to synchronously decode a binary number into bitstreams. Compared with the traditional bitstream generator, the proposed parallel bitstream generator achieves low hardware cost and low energy consumptions.
II. ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT CODING METHODS
Traditional approaches convert binary numbers to stochastic bitstreams including a pseudo-random number source and a comparator. Pseudo-random number source has three coding methods (Fig. 2) , which are linear feedback shift register (LFSR) sequences [1] , low-discrepancy (LD) sequences [6] and thermometer coding method [7] .
Ref. [6] shows that the accuracy of bitstreams based on LD sequences is better than that based on LFSR sequences, due to their low correlation. However, as shown in Fig. 3 , LFSR sequences actually can also achieve relatively low discrepancy and low correlation by carefully selecting different initial seeds. The mean square error (MSE) of two input multiplication results (AND gate calculation results, ) is used to evaluate the correlation of two bitstream generators. Taking the 8-bit LFSR sequences as an example, as shown in Fig. 4 , the MSE with different LFSR initial seeds is quite different. For the min MSE case, the error of most multiplication results is almost zero, which means that the correlation between these two LFSR sequences is very low. For a fair comparison, in the following, all evaluations are based on the min MSE LFSR sequences. Fig. 5 shows the MSE of two 4-bit input multiplication based on three coding methods. It is found that the MSE of LFSR sequences is the smallest in 16 bitstream length (BSL). With the BSL increasing, the MSE of LD sequences decreases rapidly and becomes smaller than that of LFSR sequences. Due to the rounding error, the MSE of thermometer coding is large, but it instantaneously decreases to 0 when BSL reaches 256. This also illustrates that thermometer coding does not have progressive accuracy [6] . The error of two 4-bit input multiplication under different BSL displays in Fig. 6 .
III. PARALLEL BITSTREAM GENERATOR
By observing three existing coding methods [1] [6-7] of bitstreams in SC, we found that, to some extent, they are actually all deterministic in practice. Especially, the thermometer coding method is the most regular and achieves complete accuracy after reaching a certain BSL. Since the thermometer coding method is simple and regular, here we propose a parallel bitstream generator based on thermometer coding method, which uses a binary-to-thermometer decoder as shown in Fig. 2 . The proposed parallel bitstream generator reduces the latency to only one clock and achieves less hardware cost as well.
We use Synopsys Design Compiler to synthesize different bitstream generators based on TSMC 40nm technology library. Fig.  7 shows the synthesis results of bitstream generators in terms of area, power and energy. Compared with the traditional bitstream generator, the proposed parallel bitstream generator greatly reduces area and energy consumption. Though traditional bitstream generators can share the same pseudo-random number source, the comparators cannot be shared [8] , and thus their hardware costs are still higher than parallel bitstream generator. Due to the simplicity of decoder and full parallelism, the proposed parallel bitstream generator performs much better than traditional bitstream generators in terms of area (Fig. 8), power (Fig. 9), and energy (Fig. 10) .
In order to fairly compare the synthesis results based on different coding methods, here we assume that the MSE of two 4-bit input multiplication cannot exceed , as shown in Fig. 5 . With this limited accuracy, as shown in TABLE, the proposed parallel bitstream generator achieves at least 2.5 area improvements, 5.6 power improvements, and 712 energy improvements compared with traditional bitstream generators. It is worth noting that the bit generation efficiency of the proposed parallel bitstream generator reaches 31605 bit/pJ in 256 BSL, which achieves at least 1425 improvements.
IV. SUMMARY In this paper, a parallel bitstream generator using a binary-tothermometer coding decoder is proposed for the first time. We also provide a reasonable analysis method for the accuracy of different coding methods in SC. Comparing different bitstream generators with limited accuracy, the proposed parallel bitstream generator achieves at least 2.5 area improvements and 712 energy improvements. 
